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Abstract—This paper examines some issues that affect the effi-
ciency and fairness of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP),
the backbone of Internet protocol communication, in multi-hops
satellite network systems. It proposes a scheme that allows satel-
lite systems to automatically adapt to any change in the number of
active TCP flows due to handover occurrence, the free buffer size,
and the bandwidth–delay product of the network.
The proposed scheme has two major design goals: increasing the
system efficiency, and improving its fairness. The system efficiency
is controlled by matching the aggregate traffic rate to the sum of the
link capacity and total buffer size. On the other hand, the system
min-max fairness is achieved by allocating bandwidth among indi-
vidual flows in proportion with their RTTs. The proposed scheme is
dubbed Recursive, Explicit, and Fair Window Adjustment (REFWA).
Simulation results elucidate that the REFWA scheme substan-
tially improves the system fairness, reduces the number of packet
drops, and makes better utilization of the bottleneck link. The re-
sults demonstrate also that the proposed scheme works properly in
more complicated environments where connections traverse mul-
tiple bottlenecks and the available bandwidth may change over
data transmission time.
Index Terms—Congestion control, fairness, receiver’s advertised
window adjustment, satellite networks, TCP.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE need for satellite communication systems has grownrapidly during the last few years. Inter-networking with
satellites began with the use of individual satellites in geosta-
tionary orbits. However, requirements for lower propagation de-
lays and propagation loss, in conjunction with the coverage of
high latitude regions for personal communication services, have
sparked the development of new satellite communication sys-
tems called Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite systems [1]. Due to
the universality of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), an
in-depth understanding of TCP and recognition of its merits and
drawbacks in LEO satellite networks are of vital importance.
This understanding underpins the research work outlined in this
paper.
TCP usually results in drastically unfair bandwidth alloca-
tions when multiple connections share a bottleneck link [3],
[4]. This unfairness issue appears when the number of flows
varies over time, as has been indicated in studies of terres-
trial wide-area network traffic patterns [2]. Yang et al. [5]
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demonstrate further the unfairness of TCP by addressing its
transient behaviors and comparing them to that of some no-
table TCP-friendly congestion control protocols. In the case of
multi-hops satellite constellations, since TCP’s throughput is
inversely proportional to the Round Trip Time (RTT), the un-
fairness issue becomes more substantial. Indeed, when a group
of users, with considerably different RTTs, compete for the
same bottleneck capacity, TCP’s undesirable bias against long
RTT flows becomes more significant, as is reported in [6]. Ad-
ditionally, satellite networks are well characterized by frequent
handover occurrences [7]. A handover occurrence may force
a TCP sender to either suddenly alter its path and compete
for bandwidth with a different group of connections, or just
keep its path but share the same link with newly incoming
connections. Both cases will eventually result in an abrupt
change in both the flows count and the connection’s RTT. If
all TCP senders keep sending data without any adjustment
to their sending rates, an increase in the flows count will re-
sult in overloading the link with data packets causing excessive
queueing delays, large number of packet drops, and throughput
degradation, whereas a decrease in the flows count will lead to
a waste of bandwidth and ultimately lower link utilization.
As a remedy to the above issues, this paper argues that the
TCP rate of each flow should be adaptively adjusted to the avail-
able bandwidth when the number of flows that are competing for
a single link, changes over time. An explicit and fair scheme is
developed. The key concept of the proposed scheme is to match
the aggregate window size of all active TCP flows to the ef-
fective network bandwidth–delay product. At the same time,
the scheme provides all the active connections with feedbacks
proportional to their RTT values so that the system converges
to optimal efficiency and max-min fairness. Feedbacks are sig-
naled to TCP sources through the receiver’s advertised window
(RWND) field in the TCP header of acknowledgments. The pro-
posed scheme is dubbed Recursive, Explicit, and Fair Window
Adjustment (REFWA).
Simulation results reveal that the REFWA scheme substan-
tially improves the system fairness, reduces the number of
packet drops, and makes better utilization of the bottleneck
link. The results also demonstrate that the proposed scheme
works properly in more complicated environments where there
are multiple bottlenecks, and the available bandwidth is not
always steady, but may change over data transmission time. An
abridged version of this paper can be found in [8].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
highlights the relevance of this work to the state-of-the-art in the
context of TCP performance over satellite networks. The key
design philosophy and distinct features that were incorporated
in the proposed scheme are described in Section III. Section IV
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portrays the simulation philosophy in addition to defining var-
ious details for the setting of parameters. Simulation results are
presented in Section V. Section VI discusses some implemen-
tation issues and previews some of the extension work that is
under investigation to further improve the overall performance
of the proposed scheme. The paper concludes in Section VII
with a summary recapping the main advantages and achieve-
ments of the proposed scheme.
II. STATE-OF-THE-ART RELATED WORK
After nearly two decades since its standardization, the TCP
protocol has seen deployment at unforseen scale. Despite the
widespread acceptance of TCP/IP in terrestrial networks, its per-
formance over satellite networks is still limited due to a number
of reasons related to the protocol syntax and semantics [9]. The
remainder of this section describes the main post-standard im-
provements that have been devised in recent literature to over-
come the shortcomings of TCP in satellite networks.
To diminish the negative impact slow start has on perfor-
mance, the congestion window is initially set to a value larger
than one packet but smaller than four packets in size [10].
Despite the advantages of this operation in improving the
TCP throughput, there are several problems. Most notably an
increased value of the initial window would increase the bursti-
ness of the sender and could exacerbate existing congestion
in a network. Akyildiz et al. [11] have investigated the usage
of low-priority dummy segments to probe the availability of
network resources without carrying any new information to the
sender. In TCP/SPAND [12], network congestion information
is cached at a gateway and shared among many co-located
hosts. Using this congestion information, TCP senders can
make an estimate of the optimal initial congestion window
size at both connection start up and restart after an idle time.
Other researchers have discussed the potential of a technique
called TCP Spoofing [13], [14]. In this technique, a router
near the TCP sender prematurely acknowledges TCP segments
destined for the satellite host. This operation gives the source
the illusion of a short delay path speeding up the sender’s data
transmission. Another similar concept is TCP Splitting where a
TCP connection is split into multiple connections with shorter
propagation delays [15].
In short, many researchers have investigated the performance
of TCP in satellite networks. However, the central theme in their
pioneering studies pertains only to efficiency issues, mainly to
problems related to the slow-start phase, whereas TCP behavior
under many competing flows in satellite networks has not been
sufficiently explored. It is worth noting that all of the improve-
ments described so far are confined to the TCP entities at the
connections end-points. The rest of this section surveys the re-
cently proposed mechanisms that require network infrastructure
support, e.g., changes in Internet routers.
Current TCP implementations do not communicate directly
with the network elements for explicit signaling of congestion
control. TCP sources infer the congestion state of the network
only from implicit signals such as the arrival of ACKs, timeouts,
and receipt of duplicate acknowledgments (dupACKs). In the
absence of such signals, the TCP congestion window increases
to the maximum socket buffer advertised by the receiver. In the
case of multiple flows competing for the capacity of a given
link, this additive increase policy will cause severe congestion,
degraded throughput, and unfairness.
One approach to control congestion is to employ scheduling
mechanisms, fair queueing, and intelligent packet-discard poli-
cies such as Random Early Marking (REM) [16] and Random
Early Discard (RED) [17] combined with Explicit Congestion
Notification (ECN) [18]. These policies require a packet loss to
create an early signal of the network congestion to TCP sources.
However, in the case of large delay links (e.g., satellite links),
these policies become inefficient and may still cause timeouts
forcing TCP senders to invoke the slow-start phase. By the time
the source starts decreasing its sending rate because of a packet
loss, the network may already be overly congested. Low et al.
[19] have shown through mathematical analysis the inefficiency
of these Active Queue Management schemes (AQM) in envi-
ronments with high bandwidth–delay product such as satellite
networks.
AQM limitations can be mitigated by adding some new mech-
anisms to the routers to complement the endpoint congestion
avoidance policy. These mechanisms should allow network el-
ements between a TCP source and a TCP destination to ac-
knowledge the source with its optimal sending rate. By so doing,
the whole system becomes self-adaptive to traffic demands and
more active in controlling congestion and buffer overflows. To
cope with TCP limitations in high bandwidth–delay product net-
works, several studies have been conducted providing valuable
insight into TCP dynamics in such environments. TCP-Vegas
[20] attempts to compute the optimal setting of the window
size based on an estimate of the bandwidth–delay product for
each TCP connection. As knowledge of the RTT and the band-
width–delay product of the network is not usually available at
network elements, TCP-Vegas requires extensive modifications
to current TCP implementations in end-systems.
Katabi et al. [21] proposed a new congestion control scheme,
eXplicit Control Protocol (XCP). The scheme substantially out-
performs TCP in terms of efficiency in high bandwidth–delay
product environments. However, the main drawback of this
protocol is that it assumes a pure XCP network and requires
significant modifications at the end-system. Explicit Window
Adaptation (EWA) [22] and WINdow TRAcking and Compu-
tation (WINTRAC) [23] suggest an explicit congestion control
scheme of the window size of TCP connections as a function of
the free buffer value similar in spirit to the idea of Choudhury
et al. [24]. Since the computed feedback is a function of only
buffer occupancy and does not take into account link delay or
link bandwidth, the two schemes are likely to run into difficulty
when faced with high bandwidth or large delay links similarly
to AQMs. Additionally, EWA and WINTRAC achieve fairness
only in the distribution of the maximum achievable window
size. The two schemes remain grossly unfair towards connec-
tions with high variance in their RTTs distribution.
In the sphere of TCP behavior under many competing flows
in satellite networks, [25] and [26] appear to be the first compre-
hensive papers that introduce the idea of explicit signaling and
jointly address both efficiency and fairness of TCP in broad-
band satellite networks. The basic idea behind the two papers is
to adjust the window size of all active TCP flows to the network
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pipe which was assumed to be constant during the data transmis-
sion time. The papers considered only a simple network envi-
ronment. It was assumed that only one bottleneck was traversed
by many connections and that all flows always made full use
of their allocated windows. It was also assumed that the band-
width available to TCP flows remained steady over time. How-
ever, these assumptions are not generally valid and different sit-
uations are likely to pose some limitations on the performance
of the proposed solution. For instance, when there are multiple
bottlenecks, a TCP connection may send data with rates fed back
by a given bottleneck but smaller than the windows allocated by
the other bottlenecks. This will obviously cause the underuti-
lization of the latter. In addition, due to the variability of higher
priority traffic, the available bandwidth is not always steady and
may change over data transmission time. These kind of situa-
tions may attenuate the performance of the scheme proposed in
[25] and [26].
III. OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW OF THE REFWA SCHEME
This section presents an operational overview of the feed-
back computation. Before delving into details of the proposed
scheme, it should be stated that this research work considers the
type of satellite constellations where satellites are supported by
routing and path pinning capabilities at flow level. The Inter-
Satellite Link (ISL) delay is assumed to be constant as well.
First, there is a description of how the scheme exploits some
features of satellite networks to make an approximate estimate
of flows RTTs and the bandwidth–delay product of the network.
A. Key Concepts of REFWA
1) Estimate of Flows RTT: Prior knowledge of the RTT esti-
mates is usually not available at network elements in terrestrial
networks. However, in the case of multi-hops LEO satellite con-
stellations, flows RTT can be handled by a simple monitoring
of hops count in the backward and forward traffic of each flow.
The hops count of each flow can be easily computed from the
time-to-live (TTL) field in the IP header of both ACK and data
packets [27]. Let and denote the number of hops tra-
versed by an acknowledgment packet in the backward traffic
and the number of hops traversed by a data packet in the for-
ward traffic before entering the router in question, respectively.
Having the ISL delay constant and omitting the contribution of
queueing delays in the one-way propagation delay, the connec-
tion RTT estimate can be approximated as
(1)
where denotes the ISL delay. Admittedly, it should
be emphasized that with almost full utilization of network re-
sources, queueing delays can not be negligible and may repre-
sent a significant portion of the total propagation delay. How-
ever, the interest of this paper is not to have an accurate estimate
of the connections RTTs but rather approximate values of RTTs.
Indeed, as it will be clarified by the simulation results presented
in the paper, the omission of queueing delays in the RTT es-
timate does not hinder the good performance of the proposed
scheme, and that is the case even in the presence of bottlenecks.
2) Flows State Table: Using knowledge of the RTT esti-
mates, flows are grouped according to the number of hops they
traverse. Each group of flows is identified by a group ID. At each
satellite, a group is defined as the set of flows that traverse
the same number of hops and thus have equal RTTs, .
Flows are identified by a flow ID and are defined as streams of
packets sharing the quintuple: source and destination addresses,
source and destination port numbers, and the protocol field. In
the case of IPv6, the flow ID can be simply deduced from the
flow label. A flow is considered to be in progress if the time
elapsed since its last packet transmission time is inferior to a
predetermined threshold . This threshold is periodically up-
dated to the most recent estimate of the average RTT of active
flows, .
To best explain the computation of the threshold , let’s con-
sider two time slots, and . Let us assume
that a satellite router is currently performing within the time slot
. At the current time, the satellite router knows about
the number of active flows that traversed the satellite during
the previous time slot , and the average of their RTT
estimates,1 . The threshold of the current time slot
is simply set to the of the previous time slot.
And the time slot is decided in such a way that its
length is equal to . Flows are
counted periodically every time and routers on-board
the satellites should create a new entry in the table whenever a
new flow is detected. Note that estimating parameters over inter-
vals longer than will tend to ignore short flows leading
to a sluggish response, while estimating parameters over shorter
intervals will lead to erroneous estimates which ultimately affect
the effectiveness of the proposed scheme [28], [29].
3) Correlation Between a Connection RTT and Its
Throughput: Due to the fundamental dynamics of TCP,
there is a significant bias towards shorter connections when
considering the individual throughput of connections with
different RTTs. Being interested in quantifying this discrimina-
tion, several studies have shown that the average throughput of
a TCP connection is inversely proportional to [4], [30],
where RTT is the connection’s round-trip time and .
In order to make the system converge to max-min fairness,
the proposed scheme exploits this attribute as will be shown
hereafter.
B. Feedback Computation Method
Let denote the average RTT of all active flows
traversing a satellite. At time , the feedback
value of flows that belong to the th group is computed as
(2)
where , , and are the total number of flows groups,
the router’s buffer size, and the link bandwidth, respectively.
1This value is referred to as the most recent estimate of the average RTT, and
can be counted using the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA)
algorithm.
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and denote the size of the th group and the RTT
value of its flows, respectively. and denote the ag-
gregate TCP window size and the router’s queue occupancy at
time . , , and are constant parameters,
whose influence on the system efficiency and fairness will be
discussed later in the simulation results. In the rest of this paper,
is referred to as the skew factor of the system. Notice that
setting to values smaller than one aggravates TCP’s unde-
sirable bias towards short RTT flows while setting to values
larger than one yields a bias in favor of long RTT flows. Ob-
serve also that and play a significant role in exploiting the
system spare bandwidth and free buffer size, respectively. In
other words, in the case of large values of and , when some
connections are not making full use of their allocated band-
widths during the interval time , the
spare bandwidth, , will increase and
the buffer occupancy, , will go down causing an in-
crease in the computed feedbacks of the other connections at
time . This will help to fully utilize the link
capacity while maintaining small buffer sizes. It should be rec-
ognized also that is computed in a recursive manner, hence
the name of the proposed scheme, Recursive, Explicit, and Fair
Window Adjustment (REFWA)
One of the most interesting attributes of this feedback com-
putation method is that it allows the system to automatically
adapt to the number of active TCP flows,2 the free buffer
size,3 and the bandwidth–delay product of the network. As
previously discussed, most traditional self-adaptive schemes
base their computed feedback on only buffer occupancy and do
not take into account link delay or link bandwidth. Similarly
to AQMs, these schemes are inefficient in environments with
high bandwidth–delay product such as satellite networks [19].
The addition of the bandwidth–delay product of the network
to the feedback computation aims to deal with such an issue.
Another benefit of the proposed feedback computation method
is that it controls the efficiency of the system by matching
the aggregate traffic rate to the link capacity and total buffer
size. This attribute eventually helps to adjust the protocol’s
aggressiveness and to prevent persistent queues from forming.
To achieve min-max fairness, the first term of (2) re-allocates
bandwidth between individual flows in proportion with their
RTTs.
C. Feedback Signaling Method
The window feedback is computed every time and
is written in the receiver’s advertised window (RWND) field
carried by the TCP header of acknowledgment packets simi-
larly in spirit to the EWA [22] and WINTRAC [23] approaches.
RWND adjustment requires the ability of the router to separate
ACK packets from data packets. This ACK packet identification
can be easily carried out by examining the ACK bit in the TCP
packet header. Indeed, ACK packets have always their ACK bit
set by the TCP receiver. On the other hand, RWND adjustment
does not require modifications to the protocol implementations
in the end system, nor does it modify the TCP protocol itself.
2Similarly in spirit to the idea of [28].
3Similarly to self-adaptive mechanisms (e.g., EWA [22] and WINTRAC
[23]).
The RWND value can only be downgraded. If the original
value of the receiver’s advertised window, which is set by the
TCP receiver, exceeds the feedback value computed by a down-
stream node, the receiver’s advertised window is reduced then
to the computed feedback value. A more congested router later
in the path can further mark down the feedback by overwriting
the receiver’s advertised window field. Ultimately, the RWND
field will contain the optimal feedback from the bottleneck
along the path. Values of RWND smaller than the optimal value
decrease the throughput and result in link under-utilization,
whereas larger values of RWND contribute only to increased
queueing delays, multiple drops, and hence throughput degra-
dation. When the feedback reaches the sender, the sender reacts
to the message and accordingly updates its current window.
This dynamic adjustment of RWND value will help to smooth
the TCP burstiness and to achieve efficiency and a fair window
size distribution among all competing flows.
IV. SIMULATION SET-UP
This section gives a detailed description of the simulation en-
vironment, justifying the choices made along the way. The de-
sign of the simulation setup relies on Network Simulator (NS)
[31]. Particular attention is thus paid to the design of an accurate
and realistic one. Unless otherwise noted, the parameters spec-
ified below are those used in all the experiments throughout the
paper.
In all simulations, TCP sources implement the TCP NewReno
version [32]. TCP NewReno achieves faster recovery and has
the potential of significantly improving TCP’s performance in
the case of bursty losses. Whilst it has been observed that many
TCP connections in today’s Internet traffic are of short dura-
tions, the behavior of the proposed scheme is best understood
by considering persistent sources, which could be thought of
as modeling long file transfers. TCP connections are, therefore,
modeled as greedy long-lived FTP flows. These long-lived FTP
flows can serve to model real video streams as well, where ef-
ficiency and fairness issues matter as the number of video-data
receivers increases. The data packet size is fixed to 1 kB. In order
to remove limitations due to small buffer sizes on the network
congestion, buffers equal to the bandwidth–delay product of the
bottleneck link are used [33]. Throughput and queue size mea-
surements are performed in intervals of 100 ms. Due mostly
to its simplicity and its wide usage in today’s switches and
routers, all satellites use Drop-Tail as their packet-discarding
policy. Simulations were all run for 20 s, a duration long enough
to ensure that the system has reached a consistent behavior.
In the conducted simulations, the real satellite motion is not
included. Indeed, the satellite constellation is considered dy-
namic through the concept of dynamic virtual topology. In this
way, the network is modeled as a set of time-discrete snapshots
of satellite positions over one system cycle , which can be
divided into a number of time intervals with variable lengths
. Over each interval,
the topology is considered to be constant; the link state changes
take place at only discrete times . Having the
simulation running time set to 20 s, a value significantly smaller
than the interval lengths, the satellite motion can be neglected
during the entire running time of the simulations.
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As for the links capacity, all up-links and down-links are
given a capacity equal to 10 Mb/s. The ISL delay, , is
set to 20 ms. These parameters are chosen with no specific pur-
pose in mind and do not change any of the fundamental obser-
vations about the simulation results. Unless otherwise stated, all
links are presumed to be error-free throughout this paper. This
assumption is made so as to avoid any possible confusion be-
tween throughput degradation due to packet drops and that due
to satellite channel errors.
To illustrate the issues at hand, a satellite network is modeled
as a single network bottleneck as depicted in Fig. 1(a) and (b).
The bottleneck link is composed of three satellites. For the sake
of simplicity, senders/receivers are assumed to traverse different
set of satellites before entering/leaving the bottleneck, as shown
in the two figures. This assumption has no effect on the overall
performance of the proposed method. To evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme in case of multiple-bottlenecks
environments, Fig. 1(c) considers the case of two bottlenecks
being shared by three groups of flows.
The remainder of this section presents the quantifying param-
eters that are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme. In addition to TCP sequence number and individual
flow throughput metrics that give good insight into the behavior
of individual flows, the following measures will be used to cap-
ture the aggregate behavior of flows and the overall network
performance:
• Bottleneck link utilization: The ratio of the aggregate
throughput to the bottleneck link capacity. This measure
involves the aggregate traffic behavior and indicates the
efficiency of the protocol.
• Loss rate: The ratio of the dropped packets to the aggregate
sent packets.
• Queue size: The queue size of the router measured every
100 ms.
• Average queue size: The average queue occupancy at the
router averaged over the transmission time.
• Fairness index: This measure is defined in [34]. The fair-
ness index involves the relative throughput of flows sharing
a link defined as
where is the actual throughput of the th flow and is
the equal share of the bottleneck link capacity. The fairness
index of a system ranges from zero to one. Low values of
the fairness index represent poor fairness among the com-
peting flows. Depending on the application and the number
of TCP senders, gaining higher fairness values is some-
times worthwhile even at the cost of reduced efficiency.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Having described the simulation parameters, we now direct
our focus to evaluating the performance of the REFWA scheme
through extensive simulation experiments. In the performance
evaluation, TCP NewReno is used as a comparison term
Fig. 1. Simulation environments. (a) Single bottleneck shared by flows with
equal RTTs. (b) Single bottleneck shared by flows with different RTTs. (c) Net-
work with multiple bottlenecks.
Fig. 2. Effect of  and  on the overall network performance. (a) Link utiliza-
tion (%). (b) Loss rate (%). (c) Fairness index. (d) Average queue size (%).
and comparisons are made in both steady-state and dynamic
environments.
A. Effect of and
In this experiment, the used network configuration is that of
Fig. 1(a). The ISL bandwidth is set to 1.544 Mb/s (e.g., T1).
Eight connections are activated at the beginning of the sim-
ulation. Their starting times are uniformly distributed from 0
to 5 ms to avoid bursty losses at the simulation launch time.
All connections remain open for 20 s, the simulation running
time. Fig. 2 graphs the overall network performance in terms
of link utilization, drops rate, fairness, and average queue size
for different values of and . Simulation results show that
large values of cause higher packet losses and larger queue
sizes. This can be explained by the fact that aims to control
the free buffer size: large values of cause large bursts in the
network which obviously lead to larger queue sizes and, ulti-
mately, a higher number of packet drops. The simulation re-
sults indicate also that the system experiences a significantly
higher number of drops and larger queue size in case of small
values of . It is observed also that the overall throughput gets
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degraded when takes values in the vicinity of zero, whereas
the system fairness remains unaffected. The main reason be-
hind this performance is that in case of small values of , the
effect of in the feedback computation becomes minimal and
the proposed scheme becomes, in nature, similar to traditional
self-adaptive schemes where the feedback computation is based
on only the buffer occupancy (e.g., EWA [22] and WINTRAC
[23]). In deed, having similar RTTs, flows are assigned sim-
ilar portions of the bandwidth. This explains the higher value
of the fairness index. However, as the bandwidth–delay product
of the network is not used in the feedback computation, the allo-
cated portions are smaller than the bandwidth flows can actually
be using for sending data. This explains the lower throughput.
This throughput degradation demonstrates the limitation of tra-
ditional self-adaptive schemes in environments with high band-
width–delay products, such as satellite networks. On the other
hand, it is observed that large values of reduce the average
queue size, yet degrade the system throughput and considerably
affect its fairness.
Being interested in setting and to fixed values so no fur-
ther tuning of the system is required, we have developed a math-
ematical model in Appendix I. The model helps to find the op-
timal values of and that guarantee the system’s stability. In
the remainder of this paper, unless otherwise specified, and
are set to 1.5 and 0.5, respectively.
B. Robustness to Change in Traffic Dynamics
This experiment aims to illustrate the effect of the change in
flows count on TCP behavior and to examine how the REFWA
scheme adapts to sudden increases or decreases in traffic de-
mands. Similarly to the previous experiment, a symmetric and
simple network bottleneck shared by eight connections is con-
sidered [Fig. 1(a)]. As for the change in traffic demands, the fol-
lowing scenario is considered. The simulation is launched with
four flows (first to fourth) that are let active for 5 s. At time
s, we start another four flows (fifth to eighth) and let them
stabilize. At time s, the last four flows are deactivated.
The remaining connections are left active until the end of the
simulation. Due to handover occurrence in a multi-hops LEO
satellite network, a TCP connection may either alter its path
and compete for bandwidth with a different group of connec-
tions, or just keep its path but be forced to share the same link
with newly incoming connections. Both cases will result in an
abrupt change in the number of flows. This justifies the choice
of the stair-step form as the form of changes in traffic dynamics
in the considered scenario.
In order to demonstrate how the REFWA scheme achieves
better fairness, the growth of TCP sequence numbers for each
simulated TCP connection is plotted (Fig. 3). With REFWA, the
slope of the sequence number lines decreases at time s as
four new flows enter the system, and increases at time s as
a result of extra bandwidth becoming available for the remaining
active connections. Observe how REFWA helps all flows to
progress evenly and to behave in an identical way, whereas, in
case of only standard TCP, all TCP flows exhibit great deviations.
Notice also that the slope of the sequence number growth of the
newly entering flows exhibits some small oscillations or remains
steady most probably due to timeouts. However, with REFWA,
Fig. 3. Sequence number growth of the eight simulated flows ( = 1:5,  =
0:5). (a) TCP. (b) REFWA.
Fig. 4. Bottleneck link utilization and queue size measured every 100 ms time
intervals ( = 1:5,  = 0:5) (a) Bottleneck link utilization. (b) Bottleneck
queue.
it is observed that none of the simulated flows experienced a
timeout and that the increase in the sequence number of all flows
is parallel. The underlying reason for this performance is in the
REFWA’s ability to rapidly adapt to changing network condi-
tions and to fairly divide the available bandwidth among the
competing flows. When new connections enter the network, the
REFWA scheme quickly computes a smaller window feedback,
and when some connections exit the network, it feeds back TCP
sources with larger window sizes. Additionally, the REFWA
scheme does not allow flows to obtain portions of the available
bandwidth larger than their fair share values. Consequently,
when a flow gets some of its packets dropped, the flow will
always be guaranteed a fair portion of the available bandwidth.
The flow will then use the allocated portion to recover from
losses without entering the slow-start phase that can be triggered
if timeouts occur. This assures a fair progression in window
size for both newly incoming and already existing flows.
REFWA outperforms the standard TCP not only in terms of
fairness and packet drops, but also in improving the link uti-
lization and minimizing the queue size. The queue occupancy
of the bottleneck link and the link utilization, measured over
intervals of 100 ms, are presented in Fig. 4. The figure indicates
that without REFWA, the link utilization fluctuates irregularly.
In fact, TCP sources constantly probe for available bandwidth
in the network until there is no space in the pipe to maintain new
packets. At that time, drops become inevitable. The throughput
loss is mainly due to the synchronization of these packet losses
and their simultaneous recovery. These synchronized losses
cause the connections to simultaneously reduce their windows
and ultimately result in degraded throughput. In contrast,
REFWA’s utilization is always near the total capacity of the
link and exhibits limited oscillations; except at time s and
s due to the entry of many connections all at the same
time.
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Fig. 4(b) demonstrates that without REFWA, TCP senders in-
crease their window size until they cause buffer overflows. This
cycle occurs repeatedly and causes the queue size to oscillate
more frequently. Changes in traffic demands result also in tran-
sient overshoots in the queue size. These transient overshoots
and the large oscillations in the queue size can cause timeouts
and frequent underflows, thereby resulting in a substantial idling
of the bottleneck link.
On the other hand, in the case of the REFWA scheme,
the system is always self-adaptive to the traffic load and the
number of active connections. The aggregate value of the
window feedbacks of all active TCP flows remains bound to
the bandwidth–delay product of the network. This attribute
allows the scheme to be effective at protecting the buffer from
overflows. With REFWA, the buffer underflows, mostly due to
the change in traffic demands are brief and do not significantly
affect the bottleneck link utilization. Whilst REFWA aims
to reduce queue sizes to a minimum by preventing persistent
queues from forming, it is observed that the obtained bottleneck
queue size remains constant and is larger than a certain number
of packets. This is mainly due to the simultaneous release of
entire windows of packets in a single burst at the beginning of
each RTT. One possible solution to this issue is the transmission
of packets in a steady stream (multiple, small bursts) over the
entire course of the RTT [35].
In conclusion, the REFWA scheme manages to control the
buffer occupancy well and achieves stability and robustness
when a change in traffic load occurs. The average link utiliza-
tion, as graphed in Fig. 4(a), is perfect most of the time.
C. Fairness
To explore the performance of REFWA in environments with
high variance in the RTT distribution, the network topology
depicted in Fig. 1(b) is considered. All flows are grouped in
four equally-sized groups. Flows belonging to the th group tra-
verse satellites causing each flow to have a RTT of
ms . A number of test scenarios was created by set-
ting the ISL bandwidth to different typical link speeds: 1.5 Mb/s
(e.g., T1), 10 Mb/s (e.g., T2), 45 Mb/s (e.g., T3), and 155 Mb/s
(e.g., OC3). For each link type, the maximum number of flows,
MAX, is fixed so that a minimum value of link fair-share can
be guaranteed for all competing flows. In this experiment, the
flows count remains constant throughout the simulation and is
equal to MAX. All connections are activated at the beginning of
the simulation and remain open during the simulation running
time. Their starting times are uniformly distributed from 0 to
5 ms to avoid bursty losses at the simulation launch time.
First is an investigation of the effect of the skew factor on
the system performance. Fig. 5 presents the overall network per-
formance in terms of link utilization, drops rate, fairness index,
and average queue size for different values of . The figure
presents the system performance when the bottleneck link is
T1. However, the same experiments were repeated for other link
speeds and identical results were obtained. The figure demon-
strates that the system fairness decreases significantly when
takes values larger than one. This is because setting to values
larger than one yields a bias in favor of long RTT flows. This bias
causes the long RTT flows to send data with rates higher than
Fig. 5. Effect of  on the overall network performance in case of link type T1
( = 1:5,  = 0:5). (a) Link utilization (%). (b) Loss rate (%). (c) Fairness
index. (d) Average queue size (%).
Fig. 6. Individual flow throughput ( = 1:5, = 0:5, = 1). (a) Access link
T1 (MAX = 8 ows). (b) Access link T2 (MAX = 32 ows). (c) Access
link T3 (MAX = 128 ows). (d) Access link OC3 (MAX = 512 ows).
their fair shares resulting in traffic bursts. On the other hand,
short RTT flows are allocated portions of bandwidth smaller
than what it is required to achieve optimal performance. This
behavior ultimately causes the system to perform poorly. This
poor performance is manifested in the form of lower values of
fairness index, higher loss rates, and larger queue sizes. Values
of smaller than one, however, cause the system to converge
to optimal fairness (higher values of fairness index) yet result
in a significant degradation of the link utilization. It is observed
that the system performs well when is in the vicinity of one.
Unless otherwise stated, the skew factor is set to one in the
remainder of this paper.
The individual throughput of the simulated flows is plotted
in Fig. 6. Unlike standard TCP, which is grossly unfair towards
connections with higher RTTs, the REFWA scheme attempts to
fairly divide the available bandwidth among all competing flows
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while taking into account the RTT of each flow. This has led
to a fair progression in window size for all flows: all the flows
could send nearly the same amount of packets in case of the
REFWA scheme. The figure demonstrates also the greediness of
standard TCP: short RTT connections are seen to conquer most
of the link bandwidth and send significantly larger number of
packets compared to the long RTT connections. The obtained
results confirm as well that the REFWA estimate of the average
RTT of the system operates correctly in environments with high
variance in the RTT distribution.
D. Resiliency to Errors in RTT Estimate
As described previously, the feedback computation is based
on an approximate estimate of flows RTTs. From the conducted
simulation results, it was verified that the RTT value estimated
from (1) was different than the actual one by 30% to 45% on
average. Yet, the simulation results presented so far indicate
clearly the better performance of REFWA compared to stan-
dard TCP. This section aims to show further that the REFWA
scheme maintains a fairly good performance even in the pres-
ence of additional RTT estimation errors. In this experiment,
eight flows with different RTTs were considered and the con-
figured network is that of Fig. 1(b).
Let and denote the good estimate and erroneous
estimate of RTT of the th flow. denotes the RTT estimation
error ratio of the th flow and is defined as follows:
It should be noticed that the RTT estimation is made based on
the number of hops. Therefore, any RTT estimation error value4
should be an even multiplication of . In this simulation,
in order to study the overall performance of the system for dif-
ferent RTT error values, this fact is, however, ignored, and error
ratios are deliberately derived from a uniform distribution with
a zero mean and a variance of . In NS implementation, the ex-
treme case is considered by setting the maximum and minimum
values of the distribution to and , respectively ( ,
).
Fig. 7 presents the overall network performance in terms of
link utilization, drops rate, and fairness index for different values
of . The figure demonstrates that for reasonable values of , the
REFWA scheme still maintains good performance: better link
utilization and higher values of fairness index. However, large
values of worsen the system performance. This aggravation
is manifested in the form of link utilization degradation. From
these results and given the fact that the RTT estimate was dif-
ferent than the actual one by 30% to 45% on average, it can be
concluded that the proposed scheme shows sufficient tolerance
to RTT estimation errors.
E. Web-like Traffic
Since a large number of flows in today’s Internet are short
WEB-like flows, the interaction and resulting impact of such
dynamic traffic on the REFWA scheme are discussed in this
4The difference between the erroneous and good estimates of RTT.
Fig. 7. Resiliency to errors in RTT estimation for different error variances ( =
1:5,  = 0:5,  = 1). (a) Link utilization (%). (b) Loss rate (%). (c) Fairness
index. (d) Average queue size (%).
section. It has been reported in [36] that WEB-like traffic tends
to be self-similar in nature. In [37], it is shown that self-similar
traffic can be modeled as several ON/OFF TCP sources whose
ON/OFF periods are drawn from heavy-tailed distributions such
as the Pareto distribution. In this experiment, a scenario where a
mix of ten long-lived FTP flows and a number of non-persistent
flows compete for the bottleneck link bandwidth is considered.
The considered network configuration is that of Fig. 1(a) and
the used access link type is T2. The simulation starts with ten
persistent connections at time s. The persistent TCP flows
remain open until the end of the simulation. At time s, the
On-Off TCP flows are activated and remain open for a duration
of 10 s. The ON/OFF periods of the non-persistent connections
are derived from Pareto distributions with a shape equal to 1.3.
The mean ON period and the mean OFF period are set to 160 ms,
a value, on the average, equal to the flows RTT. This choice
is deliberately made to prevent the ON/OFF TCP sources from
entering the slow-start phase even after periods of idleness. This
helps to illustrate the resiliency of the REFWA even in the case
of significant amount of burstiness in the network.
Fig. 8 shows the bottleneck utilization, drops rate, fairness
index values, and average queue size for different numbers
of ON/OFF flows count. The results demonstrate the good
performance of the REFWA scheme in environments with
bursty traffic. The scheme maintains a higher utilization of the
bottleneck link and significantly reduces the number of drops
even for higher number of ON/OFF flows. This is because
unlike standard TCP, the REFWA algorithm attempts to bound
the aggregate window sizes of all active TCP flows to the
bandwidth–delay product of the network and thus avoids over-
loading the bottleneck link with packets. The sequence number
growths of the ten persistent TCP connections and some of
the ON/OFF flows are plotted in Fig. 9. Since the number of
ON/OFF TCP sources is large (case of 60 ON/OFF flows),
the sequence numbers of only source 15 and every other fifth
source thereafter are plotted. The figure confirms the ability of
the REFWA scheme to achieve fairness even in the presence of
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Fig. 8. Overall performance for different values of On-Off flow counts ( =
1:5,  = 0:5,  = 1). (a) Link utilization (%). (b) Loss rate (%). (c) Fairness
index. (d) Average queue size (%).
Fig. 9. Sequence number growth of both persistent and on-off connections
(case of On-Off flow count = 60,  = 1:5,  = 0:5,  = 1). (a) TCP. (b)
REFWA.
traffic bursts. With the REFWA scheme, the progress of all per-
sistent TCP connections remains fair during the running time of
the simulation. Observe how the slope of the sequence number
lines changes at time s and s as a result of entry
and departure of ON/OFF flows, respectively. Note also that in
case of only standard TCP, both ON/OFF and persistent flows
exhibit great deviations, whereas REFWA helps all flows to
fairly progress and to behave in an identical way. These results
show that the REFWA scheme does not penalize the ON/OFF
traffic for being idle and thus demonstrate the resiliency of the
scheme to accommodate such dynamic traffic.
F. Performance in Presence of Multiple Bottlenecks
So far, a simple network environment has been considered.
It has been assumed that only one bottleneck is traversed by
many connections and that all flows are always making full use
of their allocated windows. The remainder of this section envi-
sions a general case where connections traverse multiple bottle-
necks. Fig. 1(c) shows the example network configuration used
in this study. The abstract configuration consists of three groups
of flows. Group 1 consists of three flows and shares the first
bottleneck (link L1) with the two flows of Group 2. Group 3 is
Fig. 10. Overall network performance of the four links ( = 1:5,  = 0:5,
 = 1). (a) Link utilization (%). (b) Loss rate (%). (c) Fairness index. (d) Av-
erage queue size (%).
formed of four flows and shares bandwidth of the second bot-
tleneck (link L2) with flows of Group 1. ISL links are given a
capacity of 1.544 Mb/s (T1).
Fig. 10 graphs the link utilization, the drops rate, and the av-
erage queue size experienced by the four simulated inter-satel-
lite links. The figure shows also the performance of the pro-
posed scheme in terms of fairness. As explained previously, the
feedback value of a connection can only be downgraded along
its path. If the feedback value set by a node exceeds the value
computed by its downstream counterpart, the feedback value is
marked down to the smaller value. In case of the considered
network topology, TCP connections of Group 1 are assumed to
send data with rates fed back by link L3 that are smaller than the
windows allocated by link L1. This obviously compels flows of
Group 1 not to fully utilize their allocated bandwidths at link
L1 causing the spare bandwidth to increase and the buffer oc-
cupancy to go down. This eventually leads to an increase in the
computed feedbacks at link L1. Flows of Group 2 will transmit
data at rates equal to the computed feedback and this helps to
fully utilize the link capacity while maintaining small buffer
sizes. Results of Fig. 10 demonstrate the high utilization of both
links L1 and L2, and confirm this observation. It is noticed that
without REFWA, link L1 is also highly utilized but this is at the
price of system fairness. This is because flows of Group 2 con-
quer most of the link bandwidth given their short RTTs. Observe
also the high number of losses and large queue sizes experienced
when TCP connections are controlled by only standard TCP.
Figs. 11 and 12 present the queue occupancy and the average
throughput of the bottleneck links L1 and L3, respectively. The
two figures actually confirm the results of Fig. 10. In fact, in
case of TCP, both bottlenecks exhibit frequent oscillations in the
queue occupancy and irregular fluctuations of the link average
utilization. These transient behaviors cause a large number of
packet drops and frequent idling of the bottleneck links, thereby
resulting in lower link utilizations and higher drop rates. With
the REFWA scheme, the link utilization of both bottlenecks
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Fig. 11. Bandwidth utilization and queue size of link L1 averaged over 100ms
time interval ( = 1:5,  = 0:5,  = 1). (a) Bottleneck link utilization.
(b) Bottleneck queue.
Fig. 12. Bandwidth utilization and queue size of link L3 averaged over 100 ms
time interval ( = 1:5,  = 0:5,  = 1). (a) Bottleneck link utilization.
(b) Bottleneck queue.
is always near total capacity, and their queue sizes are small
and exhibit limited oscillations. This explains the absence of
drops and higher link utilization of both links in case of REFWA
(Fig. 10).
G. Performance in Environments With Channel Errors
To compare the performance of the proposed scheme to that
of Standard TCP based on the number of packet drops and
overall link utilization, it has been presumed that all links were
error-free in the simulations conducted so far. This assumption
was made so as to avoid any possible confusion between
throughput degradation due to packet drops and that due to
satellite channel errors.
Admittedly, satellite environments are well known for their
high bit error rates (BERs). These errors significantly impair the
performance of TCP in satellite networks. To investigate the per-
formance of REFWA in environments with BER, we consider
the network configuration of Fig. 1(a). The used access link type
is T2. The number of simulated flows is 10. Link errors are ran-
domly derived from a uniform distribution based loss model,
and are applied to up-links. The loss probability, expressed in
packet unit and referred to as the packet error rate (PER), is
varied within the range . Fig. 13 shows the bottleneck
link utilization and the fairness index in case of using REFWA
and TCP for different PER rates, respectively.
The figures demonstrate that for lower PER rates, the REFWA
scheme outperforms TCP and achieves better utilization of net-
work resources and higher fairness. This performance is due to
the fact that packet losses due to link errors are rare, and most of
packet drops are due to network congestion. This is consistent
with the simulation results presented above. On the other hand,
for high PER errors, the two schemes experienced an abrupt
Fig. 13. Performance evaluation REFWA and standard TCP for different PER
( = 1:5,  = 0:5,  = 1). (a) Average link utilization. (b) Fairness.
decrease in their link utilization and fairness index values. Ef-
fectively, we observe that in significantly higher PER environ-
ments (e.g., ), the link utilization experienced in
case of both REFWA and TCP is almost null. The low link uti-
lization of REFWA and TCP is due to the fact that senders mis-
interpret packet losses as network congestion and halve their
window sizes sometimes multiple times due to multiple losses
within one window of data. In deed, in case of heavy errors, the
slow start threshold (ssthresh) tends to take values (say one to
four packets) significantly smaller than the optimal values. Re-
ducing the congestion window (cwnd) to the ssthresh value, as
in normal TCP, drastically throttles the TCP throughput. The
throughput degradation becomes further significant as the idle
waiting time becomes longer due to the retransmission time-out
(RTO) backoff algorithm. To conclude, while REFWA gets its
throughput degraded in high PER environments, it maintains a
good performance in environments with PER less than 0.01, an
error rate value unlikely to occur given the recent and ongoing
advances in satellite channels.
Finally, in addition to the presented experiments, compar-
ison between the performance of REFWA and the eXplicit and
Fair Window Adjustment (XFWA) scheme proposed in [26] was
also made and the better performance of REFWA in the case of
both multiple-bottlenecks and single-bottleneck environments
was verified. Due to the paper length limitation, we are not pre-
senting these simulations results.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
It should be emphasized that there are several implementation
issues that must be resolved when applying the REFWA scheme
to practice. For instance, a REFWA satellite should be capable of
reading and modifying the TCP header in packets. This violates
the IP-Security (IPSec) semantics according to which packets
must be processed by only the end-systems; no third party is al-
lowed to modify the payload. Despite such violations, a number
of schemes requiring flow identification and using window ad-
justment have been proposed in literature [22], [23].
The REFWA scheme could be costly in terms of resources.
For example, since a REFWA satellite maintains state informa-
tion for individual TCP flows, this will obviously incur more
overheads at the system in terms of memory, few bytes per
flow. However, the obtained performance gains (higher fairness,
higher link utilizations, smaller queue sizes, and lower packet
loss rates) are considerable and can be used to justify this addi-
tional cost. As for the feedback computation, it is fairly simple
and requires only a few additions and a few multiplications
every interval of time, as explained in Appendix II.
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So far, we have considered end-terminals connected directly
to the satellite network. We can, however, extend our studies
to more general scenarios where users are placed in a fixed In-
ternet and are connected to the satellite network via terrestrial
gateways. In such case, we adopt the TCP-split concept [15]
used in many pioneering research work (e.g., PETRA [38]). The
overall communication path between two end-terminals can be
split into three connections, namely one between the sender and
its correspondent gateway, another between the receiver and its
correspondent gateway, and the third between the two gateways.
Application of the proposed scheme is then relevant to only the
latter.
Another concern about the REFWA is that packets and their
acknowledgments must follow the same path if estimate of flows
RTT and TCP’s advertised window adjustment are to be effec-
tive. Indeed, in satellite networks, when the connection path is
longer than one hop, more than one possible path between the
end-systems can be simultaneously used. These multiple paths
cause both data packets and acknowledgments to be received out
of order and eventually degrade the overall throughput of the
connection. One suggested approach to tackle this problem of
in-order delivery in multi-path environments is the scheme pro-
posed in [39]. The scheme measures the total propagation delays
and queueing delays of these multiple paths, and uses this infor-
mation to select an optimal and single path for each connection.
The implementation of such a scheme can help REFWA satel-
lites to compel forward traffic and the corresponding backward
traffic to travel along the same route.
Another scenario where data packets and acknowledgments
may travel along different paths and might eventually impose
limitations on the performance of REFWA occurs when either
the destination or the source undergoes handover from one satel-
lite to another. Upon handover occurrence, routing tables are up-
dated, and packets that are still in transit to the satellite that was
being used by the end-system (before handover occurrence),
will be routed onward to the current satellite the end-system
is now using. This will cause the “in-transit” packets to travel
one extra hop and eventually results in an abrupt increase or de-
crease in the flow delay. As a consequence, erroneous estimates
of flows RTT and the total number of flows may be obtained.
Feedback values of all TCP flows might accordingly be affected.
Nonetheless, since parameters are periodically updated, han-
dover occurrence is most unlikely to coincide with the time of
the update operation. Even if such a coincidence happens, feed-
backs are periodically computed every interval of time
and good estimates of parameters can be obtained in the next
update interval of time. The effect of these “in-transit” packets
will be thus minimal.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a recursive, explicit, and fair
congestion control method specifically designed for multi-hops
satellite constellations. The proposed method improves TCP
performance in LEO satellite networks and represents a major
contribution in the area of TCP performance over satellite
networks.
The method takes advantage of some specific attributes of
multi-hops satellite constellations to make an approximate
estimate of flows RTT and the bandwidth–delay product of the
network. To control network utilization, the scheme matches
the sum of window sizes of all active TCP connections sharing
a bottleneck link to the effective network bandwidth–delay
product. On the other hand, Min-max fairness is achieved
by assigning for each connection a weight proportional to
its round-trip time. The computed feedbacks are signaled to
TCP senders by modifying the receiver’s advertised window
(RWND) field carried by TCP ACKs. This operation can be
accomplished without changing the protocol and, as a result,
requires no modification to the TCP implementations in the
end systems. To make the proposed method independent of the
average RTT of TCP flows so the system would be applicable
to any network topology with no further tuning, the stability of
the REFWA scheme was studied and its parameters were set to
fixed values.
We demonstrated through extensive simulation results that
REFWA has the potential to substantially improve the system
fairness, reduce the number of losses, and make better utiliza-
tion of the link. Experiments with dynamic changes in traffic
demands showed that REFWA managed to control the buffer
occupancy well and to achieve stability when a change in traffic
load occurred. A large part of this success is due to the ability
of REFWA to rapidly divide the available bandwidth among all
active flows while backing off the transmission rate of old flows
upon arrival of new connections. Simulations of flows with dif-
ferent RTTs demonstrated the robustness of REFWA to high
variance in the flows RTT distribution and showed that REFWA
is significantly fair and has no bias against long RTT flows. Re-
siliency of the scheme to reasonable RTT estimation errors was
demonstrated by simulation results and its ability to accommo-
date bursty traffic was verified also by considering a scenario
where a mix of greedy and non-persistent flows were competing
for the bandwidth of the bottleneck link. A multiple-bottlenecks
network was considered and the good performance of REFWA
in such environment was verified by simulation results. The per-
formance of the REFWA scheme was also evaluated in environ-
ments with channel errors. The simulation results indicated that
the proposed scheme maintained its good features even in the
presence of reasonable packet error rates.
APPENDIX I
STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE FEEDBACK CONTROL SCHEME
As the feedback computation is performed in a recursive
manner and the feedback equation represents a close-loop
system-control equation, stability in such case is required.
Stability refers to the fact that under any conditions (e.g any
number of flows and any distribution of their RTTs), the system
should always converge to its point of equilibrium; transmission
of the highest number of packets without causing network con-
gestion. This appendix discusses the stability of the proposed
scheme through a mathematical analysis. From (2), the aggregate
TCP window size at time is expressed as
(3)
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Noticing that is the queue size resulted from unsent
packets of windows , can be expressed as
follows:
We then obtain the following system-control equation:
(4)
where the triplet
The equation can be simplified to
where
Using the z-transform method, the discrete open-loop transfer






The system is stable if all the roots of the transfer function de-
nominator polynomial have negative real parts. This condition
is satisfied when
The magnitude and angle of the open-loop transfer function
are
So as that the phase margin and magnitude are independent
of the average RTT, we firstly put where is
a constant. We then have the equation shown at the bottom of
the page. To simplify the system, we consider the case of
which represents a case of a break point frequency, and compute
and such that the crossover frequency is the same as the
break point frequency, in other words, . After
calculation, we obtain the following condition:
(7)
A specific case is when , .
APPENDIX II
FEEDBACK COMPUTATION LOAD
This appendix aims to demonstrate that REFWA is fairly
simple to implement and does not require large computation
work at the routers on-board the satellites.
First, let denote the number of hops traversed by the flows
of the th group. From (1), the estimated RTT value of flows of
the th group is
where . From (2), the feedback of flows of the
th group can be expressed as
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Let denote the total number of TCP flows. The and
are computed as follows:
Taking account of the and computations, and con-
sidering the case of (for the sake of simplicity), the com-
putation of gives rise to only one division, two subtrac-
tions, additions, and multiplications. The
term , on the other hand, requires only one di-
vision, additions, and multiplications. Since the values
of and are the same for all flows, the pe-
riodic feedback computation of the whole system necessitates
only two divisions, two subtractions, additions, and
multiplications.
On the other hand, the value of depends on the architec-
ture of the satellite constellation and is always inferior than the
maximum number of hops that can be traversed by any con-
nection between any two terrestrial terminals. This threshold is
denoted as . For instance, Wood [40] has shown through ex-
tensive simulation results that the longest one-way propagation
delay experienced in the Teledesic constellation was less than
140 ms. Given the fact that the ISL delay is 20 ms, the parameter
can be assumed to be six in case of Teledesic constellation.
To conclude, the implementation of REFWA scheme is fairly
simple and routers on-board REFWA satellites are not required
to perform large work to compute feedbacks: a maximum of
two divisions, two subtractions, additions, and
multiplications. Furthermore, this computation work is not
performed per packets or flows, but only once every
interval of time. In case of Teledesic, the maximum amount of
computation load required at each REFWA router is merely two
divisions, two subtractions, 20 additions, and 15 multiplications.
Note that this amount of computation load is practical even for
high-speed routers.
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